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Connecting Agariyas
The Phase 7 of the wireless of communities (W4C)
programme aims to connect Agariyas a digital voice
through which they will be able to communicate between
communities as well the outside world.
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1. PROJECT SUMMARY

Programme name
Project phase
Project name
Project duration
Objectives

Locations covered
Activities
undertaken

Outcome

Challenges

Wireless for Communities
Phase VII
Connecting Agariyas
October 2016-September 2017
a) Digital Survey of the Little Rann of Kutch for the community, its members, and
locations of salt mining and also various other activity points like Rann Shala (the
makeshift schools for the Agariya community children)
b) Connecting the Rann Shala schools
c) Transforming Agariya Hitrakshak Kendra (AHRK) as “Soochana Seva Kendra” or
Mahiti Kendra or Community Information Resource Center (CIRC)
Little Rann of Kutch (LRK) Wild Ass Sanctuary, Gujarat
A. Setting-up of Infrastructure
1) CIRC centre has been established at Patadi with digital infrastructure
2) Digi-Van with digital infrastructure has been placed at the location
B. Connecting the Rann Shala
1) Network feasibility of the location – Patadi has been conducted
2) Backhaul connectivity has been identified and taken from BSNL (Bharat
Sanchar Nigam Limited).
3) The broadcast tower has set-up at Zinzuwada Police Station.
4) Organised the wireless network training at Agariya Heetrakshak Kendra
(AHRK) centre located at Patadi.
C. Digital Survey of the Rann
1) Prepared the structured questionnaire and methodology for conducting
the survey.
2) The ODK format of the questionnaire is also developed
3) Conducted 7-days training on data collection methodology at Manish
Rann School.
D. Training & capacity building
1) Conducted the first digital literacy training on 8th February 2017 at Patadi
centre
1. CIRC centre at AHRK with digital infrastructure
2. Broadcasting centre at Zinzuwada Police Station
3. Connected 17 schools located at Kharagodha and Zinzuwada Rann
4. Provided wireless network training to AHRK members, centre coordinator
5. Provided the first set of digital literacy covering 8 schools
6. Development of structured questionnaire in ODK format
1. Geographical location itself is a challenge due to heavy wind, it is very hard to
work there
2. There is no local transport, so it is very difficult to communicate from one location
to another
3. location
4. Project site and all 17 schools are quite far away from the main centre, thus it
consumes a lot of time to travel from the main centre to the project site
5. Distance between base location and project site
6. Procurement of van and installing digital infrastructure and wireless network was
a time-consuming process
7. Unavailability of power in the project site
8. There is minimal education and interest within community members, so it
requires continuous mobilization

2. PROJECT DETAILS
2.1 Background
Little Rann of Kutch, an un-surveyed piece of land with 5000 sq.km area, accounting for around 37% of
the state of Gujarat’s total salt production. Gujarat produces 73% of India’s total salt. This unique
ecosystem exists as a wetland (4 months) and a dryland (8 months) has also been declared as Wild Ass
Sanctuary. It provides shelter to over 5000 wild assess, and 33 other types of wild animals & birds.
As per last census, there is more than 10% growth in the population of this protected species of ass
“Ghudkhar”. Even International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) has also recognised this. The
community plays a significant role in conserving and protecting the Ghudkhar and their harmonious
relationship is quite interesting. The Agariyas provide water for the Ghudkhar, and the Ghudkhar tend to
run towards the salt farms of the communities for protection when terrified and chased by tourist
vehicles.
Surprising for any legal framework in this day and age, Agariyas do not exist in the Rann – they are an
unrecognized community, which means they are not able to take advantage of opportunities and schemes
for minority communities. Yet they play a vital role in Gujarat’s salt industry, ecology and environment.
This project aims to give the Agariyas a digital voice through which they will be able to communicate
between communities as well the outside world. It will help mark their place on the map, bring them
online, improve their access to citizen rights and information and help them be recognized for the role
they play economically and environmentally.

2.2 Methodology
The team adopted two-way prolonged approach for the project. Realising that team has limited timeline,
so they procured van and installed digital infrastructure and in parallel, they developed a detailed
questionnaire for data-collection. Meanwhile, DEF team member visited the location and identified
trainer and coordinator with support from local partner, Agariya Heetrakshak Kendra (AHRK). DEF team
member mapped 17 schools and villages to be covered under this project.
The training & capacity building activity will be conducted in two shifts. In the first month, first 8 schools
will be covered for the training, while 9 schools are covered in the second month. In a day, two schools are
covered so that every 4th day each school gets chance to learn. Every Sunday of the month, training will
be provide in base location that is Patadi centre which's time table has already been shared with local
partner.
Month-wise school coverage
S.N

School Name

1.
2.

Janata Rann
Soma
Mansing
Rann
Ganesh Rann
Alok Rann
Asok Rann

3.
4.
5.

1st month
(Feb 17)

2nd
month
(March
17)

3rd
month
(April 17)

4th
month
(May 17)

5th
month
(June
17)

6th
month
(July 17)

7th
month
(Aug
17)

8th
month
(Sept
17)

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Chamunda
Rann
Odu Rann
Manish Rann
Nagbai
Fatepur Rann
Prakash Salt
Indian Salt
SK Zala Rann
Dhasi Rann
Soma Rann
Odu 6 Rann
Bebam

2.3 Activities Undertaken
A. Infrastructure set-up
⇒ Community Information Resource Centre (CIRC) has been established at local partner’s
centre located at Patadi. The centre has one laptop and other digital equipments such as
printer, scanner, camera, etc to provide digital services and digital information services to
community members
⇒ To support the CIRC centre, a mobile van (also known as Digi-Van) with one laptop, 5 tablets,
printer, scanner and other digital equipment has been placed to visit 14 schools and provide
digital literacy to school children
⇒ Centre trainer and coordinator have been identified and received 3-days training on 9th-12
December 2016 at Delhi head office on management and operation of CIRC centre, how to
conduct various activities.

B. Connecting the Rann Shala
⇒ Network feasibility of the location – Patadi has been conducted. The network feasibility also
includes network feasibility of 17 schools which will further receive the connectivity from the
broadcasting tower.
⇒ Backhaul connectivity has been identified and taken from Ahmedabad based ISP, NetGuru
⇒ The broadcast tower has set-up at Zinzuwada Police Station. All 17 schools are now connected
with wireless network.
⇒ Digi-van is also equipped with wireless network equipment that is providing connectivity to
access tablet and laptop equipped in the van.
⇒ Organised 18-day wireless network training on 5-22 February 2017 at Agariya Heetrakshak
Kendra (AHRK) centre located at Patadi. Training was attended by AHRK members and
centre. The training covered wireless network configuration, troubleshooting of devices.

C. Digital survey of the Rann
⇒ Mapped 17 villages for data collection
⇒ Prepared the structured questionnaire and methodology for conducting the survey. The ODK
format of the questionnaire is also developed
⇒ Conducted 7-days training on data collection methodology at Manish Rann School. This
training included how to conduct detailed survey on open data kit (ODK). The training
programme included teachers.

D. Training & capacity building

•

•

Conducted the first digital literacy training on 8th February 2017 at Patadi centre. The
training included
o Usage of mobile phones, tablets, and internet
o How to receive information through internet
Thereafter the first set of digital literacy training covering 8 schools located in
Kharagodha and Zinzuwada Rann

2.3 Outcome
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

CIRC centre at AHRK with digital infrastructure
Broadcasting centre at Zinzuwada Police Station
Connected 17 schools located at Kharagodha and Zinzuwada Rann
Provided wireless network training to AHRK members, centre coordinator
Provided the first set of digital literacy covering 8 schools
Development of structured questionnaire in ODK format

3. CHALLENGES
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒

Geographical location itself is a challenge due to heavy wind, it is very hard to work there
There is no local transport, so it is very difficult to communicate from one location to another
location
Project site and all 17 schools are quite far away from the main centre, thus it consumes a lot of time
to travel from the main centre to the project site
Distance between base location and project site
Procurement of van and installing digital infrastructure and wireless network was a time-consuming
process
Unavailability of power in the project site
There is minimal education and interest within community members, so it requires continuous
mobilization

